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They'll" either give them horse to sell and get the money and put in their treasury.
Or maybe they'll give them a beef so their neKt meeting they can "butcher this beef
and eat it there.
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(How do th^ey go about these things anyway? Do they announce it aloud?)
Yeah, they announce it. They annouce maybe their little new born babyo-someone that
they love—they said, "You have to come to serenade them. And through him you
are given that;--" They'll name if, or either a gun, or something.
(HE they were giving something like a beef, would £hey bring it out at that
time or what?) ." -

'

Theyoapoint certain ones. They say,"This beef has been put in your charge. So
this one be listening. "Wherever we put our next meeting," he said, "You can butcher
that beef and you-can bring it and we can eat it together." That's theway they
use this beef. And the money that?s given to them, they'll buy the rest of the
trimmings for that beef. Maybe bread, or maybe just toffee, sugar, whatever
goes with the dinner.^ That's the way they do. -And then they'll go on-. They
do that all the way around. Just certain ones that want the man to come out
with his pipe and fill it up and do the same thing again. Maybe nest timethey'.ll- look for another soldier that's been to Germany--first World Wax. Well
they-^he'll be given that pipe -and he'll tell his story.
(bi£6f interruption)
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And let "me finish telling^this dance.and then we can tell about what they do
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when they eat. And then they'll g o ^ o the last qanp . It's morning by then.
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Beginning to turn grey at out east where they'll be preparing for another one-differeint kind of a dance that they do at %he ,endt

Then they bunch up over

there. They going to maybe appoint this-*-maybe there's too many old men there
that can't run anymore. Or even if it's old man, if he's able to run, well
he's going to be fixing themselves where nothing won't fall while they run.. The5?
going to race: Then they sing—they kind of dance back to the center, maybe,
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where they started out from. Then after so far, why they going to stop there.
Then by the time it's started different people are beginning to come out from their

